
Observations - Set 2 
 
Only Aberlemno Roadside 2 in this Set is near a river (South Esk) and in an open area. 
Maybe this open area location has some relevance to the hunting scene (perhaps it was 
there or nearby). With the Cross side carved in a higher relief format than the reverse a 
greater importance could have been intended. For the reverse it would be speculative to 
assess whether, by design or importance, the Pictish-Mithraic objects were placed above 
the hunting scene or the hunting scene below the Z-Rod & Double Disc and V-Rod & 
Crescent. However, there are instances - on Class 1 Stones around 20 - where the V-Rod& 
Crescent is at the top arguably making a link between the meaning of the Symbol and the 
skyward view towards heaven. Christian belief is represented on this Stone not just by the 
Cross but also the depiction of the biblical story of David rending the jaws of the lion. 
If the Battle of Dunnichen is the scene on the reverse side then the Stone at Aberlemno 
Church dates it to post 685. 
 
Although the Cross is on one side and the Pictish-Mithraic Symbols on the reverse of the so-
called Rodney’s Stone at Brodie the style of the ornate infill suggests they were made by the 
same accomplished carver. This might suggest the content, layout and style of carving was 
specifically decided upon either by the carver or whoever might have commissioned the 
Stone. Of interest is the positioning of the Hippocamp pair above the Pictish Beast - both are 
based on a fusion between a four legged animal and a fish demonstrating someone had 
much knowledge about these creatures. Overall it seems that this Stone was specifically 
created as a Transition Stone. 
 
There is a choice of original location for Dunfallandy - both sites of chapels, both near 
water. Five Pictish-Mithraic Symbols are carved on one side of the slab and the Christian 
belief is represented on the other but the meaning of the Symbols makes the relationship 
with the Christian symbolism complementary. The complex mix of carvings on this Stone is 
further explored in Case Studies. A clear example of a Stone with content recording two 
beliefs - stand alone, complementary and enabling a transition walk through. 
 
Both Glamis Manse and Glamis Hunter’s Hill appear to be re-used or up-cycled Class 1 
Stones - they are the only Stones found so far that have Pictish-Mithraic Symbols incise 
carved on undressed stone on one side and a relief carved Christian Cross on the other. Both 
also have objects considered to represent Celtic attributes. Glamis Manse has an incise 
carved Triple Disc on the Cross side - the only Pictish-Mithraic Symbol on that side. Its 
positioning and style suggest it was carved with the Cross and other objects later rather 
than in the time of the objects on the Class 1 side. 
 
Overall this Stone, like Glamis, Hunter’s Hill portrays complementary Celtic, Pictish-Mithraic  
and Christian beliefs so has functioned in the Transition between Pictish-Mithraic and  
Christian beliefs having started as a Stone serving a purpose for Pictish-Mithraic beliefs (and  
Celtic) arguably centuries before. Turning to the relief carved Cross side - the Triple Disc is the  
only Pictish-Mithraic Symbol on this side but, in interpretation, relating to the Serpent on the  
other side. Positioning and carving style of the Triple Disc suggests it was done with the Cross  
and other objects rather than the in the time of the objects on the other side 
 

http://pictishsymbolstones.com/pictish-symbol-stones-case-studies/


Three Stones in this Set, Glamis Manse, Golspie and Meigle 1 have a salmon carving which is 
identified with a Celtic belief resulting in these Stones having complementary Celtic, Pictish-
Mithraic and Christian beliefs. Proximity of water may have a significance to all three beliefs. 
 
Arguably the Mithraic objects on Rossie are overwhelmed by the other carvings - not least  
the Crosses on each side of the Stone. Whether this was intentional to emphasise the desire  
or need to move on from one belief to another might be over-interpretation. However, this  
does prompt a view that transition between beliefs could have been achieved in several  
ways ranging from smooth, whereby the carvings for the two beliefs are “complementary”  
or at minimum “implied acceptance”, to forceful suggesting denial of alternative beliefs or  
their being ignored.  
 


